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IVa

Analysis of Bridge Structures Comprising Two Continuous Curved Main Box Girders,
Whose Supports are Staggered or not, and That are Connected by Cross Beams having
Flexural but not Torsional Rigidity

Calcul des structures comprenant deux poutres caisson maitresses continues et courbes,
ä supports decales ou non, et reliees par des traverses sans rigidite torsionelle

Berechnung von Brücken mit zwei durchlaufenden, gekrümmten, kastenförmigen
Hauptträgern, deren Auflager beweglich oder fest sind, und die mit biegesteifen, jedoch
drillweichen Querträgern verbunden sind

D. VANDEPITTE
Professor at the University of Gent

Assumptions

1) The structure behaves elastically.
2) The supports of the box girders are unylelding and the intermediate

supports provide vertical reactions only.
3) The loads act on the two box girders.
h) The formula's for uniform torsion are valid. It is well known

that the errors resulting from this assumption are small in the
case of box girders.

The two main girders may or may not have the same number of
spans. Their flexural rigidity EI and torsional rigidity GC may
be variable. The flexural rigidity of the cross beams may be
infinite or finite. If the distance a between the box girders varies,
the rate of Variation must be small enough for the transverse beams
to be practically perpendicular to the girders. The supports of the
girders may or may not coincide with the locus of the shear center
of their cross sections, which we shall henceforth call the center
line. The end supports may or may not allow flexural or torsional
rotation of the ends of the box girders. The loads may act on or
off the center line of the main girders.
Nodes

In figure 1 each box girder is represented by its center line.
We first consider the box girder on the outside of the curve,

together with one half of each tie
beam (fig. 2). Along its center
line nodes are introduced :
at each support at each junetion
with a connecting beam, at the

FIT 1
"^Sr' point of application of every con-

• centrated external load or moment,

L
support
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at the boundaries
between zones of
constant curvature,

or of
constant flexural or
torsional rigidity,
or of constant
distributed load,

and at all points of the girder where itis desired to know the stress resultants
or displacement components. Hence each
girder element between two successive
nodes has or is assumed to have a
constant radius r (fig. 3) and constant ri-

EIgidities EI and GC -jr and it carries
or is assumed to carry a uniform downward

load q along its center line and a
constant moment m (per unit length)
about the center line. m is taken
positive when it acts in the direction of
the rotation of a corkscrew that moves
forward in the direction of the arrow in
figure 3.

Element transmission matrix

The
body are

forces at the left end of the element considered as a free
the shear force

"Pr

'/.

#FIG.4

end of the element

Sr St + «qr

S£ the bending moment M^, and the torque
Tg Similar forces act at the right
end of the element. Sjt. is considered
positive when it acts downwards on the
element, Sr when it acts upwards. The
positive direction of the bending moments
and torques is defined by the corkscrew
rule, as is that of the rotations <i) in
the vertical plane tangent to the center
line and s" in the plane perpendicular
to that line, both rotations being
represented in figure h by arrows
perpendicular to the plane of rotation.
The vertical (downward) displacements at
the ends of the element are denoted by
W£ and wr

Statics provides the following
relationships between the internal forces

at the right end and at the left

M Mf»coso( - T^sin« + S^rsiwx + r(qr-m) (1-cosoc)

T Mfjsinof, + T^cosck + S^r(1-coso() - r(qr-m)sino( + oi.qr"

(1)
(2)
(3)

One obtains the bending moment M and torque T in the section
defined by the angle ß by replacing a. by oc-ß, in the expressions 2
and 3. The curvature y and the twist per unit length 9 at the same

V ET ^d e & g.point are given by
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ts
with C given by Bredt's formula C

hk'
§ ds when

FIG. 5

cp fycosoi

the box girder is monocellular (fig. 5 - A :
cross-sectional area bordered by the center line
of the girder walls).

Geometry, as applied to small angles and
deflections, allows the following relationships
between the vertical and rotational displacements
at both ends of the girder element to be written :

f^sin« + J OOSMTäji - J sin/3.6rd/3
0 '<*

OO

(5)

w
po. -« j.«

<fycos« - <^sln« + ^ J Mcosödp - ff J Tsinpdp
r»« <•«

if fysin« + tycos« + sin/9 .T)rdp + cos/J.örd/3

cfysinfV + tycos« + —¦ I
Msinpd(3 + ff J Tcospdp

w w^ + f.rsin« - tyr( 1 -cos«) + J rsinß.'Jjrdp - J r( 1-cos/3) .©rd/3
o o

2 r« o
2 fu

w£ + fgrsino( - fyr(1-coso<) + gj J Msinpd|3 -^ J T(1-cos(9)dp (6)

Substituting the expressions of M and T into h, 5 and 6, and
performing the integrations, one finds three equations, which may
be assembled with 1, 2 and 3 into the matrix equation

1 rsin« -r(1-cos«)
0 cos« -sind,
0 sin« cos«
0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

b2^ b25

V b35
cos« -sin«
sin« cos« r(1-cos«)

Ü16

b26

b36
rsin«

0

0

0

0

1

0

U17

b2?

b37
r(qr-m)(1-cos«)

-r(qr-m)sin<s(+«qr'

«qr
1

or V BVPr «-
with

s < y
x|w*

Vt

Mi

T£

.1

(7)

>lk _ _r
2EI

J2h ~ 2EI

(1+f)«sina -2p(1-cos«)J

(1-j3)sin«+ (1 + f)«cos«]

b15 2ET^1+/>^0<COSo<"sino<^

b25 ¦"5fr<1+^)0(slno(
r

'35 2EIb3»+ 2El("1+/,)«sin«

bl6 ="^y[(1 + P)(°'cos« - sin«) + 2/>(<* - sin«)]
2

k - r
D26 " 2EI

R 1+P)«cos« - (1 -f) sin«]

[(1+/>)<* sin« - 2p(l -cos«)] b
6 _ X^( 1+p) («cos«-sin«)
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b17 §r[(1+/))(1-coscf: -|sin«)(qr-m) + j°(1-cos« -f-)qrj

b27 " ff |i(1 + f)(°<cos«-sino<) (qr-m) +/>(°<-siniX)clrJ

b3? §f[(1+/))( 1-cos« -|sin«)(qr-m) + />( 1 -cos«)m]

One finds the column vector V made up of the displacement components

and stress resultants p?rtaining to the right end of the girder
element by premultiplication of the column vector V£ pertaining

to the left end by the element transmission matrix B.

Boundary vector and boundary matrix
A boundary vector L and a boundary matrix D are associated

with each node at which an external load acts on the box girder.
This applies in particular to the junetions of the girder with the
tie beams, but not to its supports.

Discontinuities Aw, A<p or Af in the displacement components w,
<P and f at the node may also be included in the vector
L Aw

Alp
AV
AM
AT
AS

0

and in the matrix D 0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Aw

Ar
am
AT
AS

0

(8)

The positive directions of the A-quantities are shown in figure 6.
w, AW

M;5;

4°Pe

?M{

*M>

wr

fr

AS
AT A* %

FIG.7

+ AM
Node

j FIG.6
Element

j+1

Element
j

If the load consists of a downward force P acting with the
eccentricity e (positive toward the center of curvature) with respect
to the center line (fig. 7) : AS P and AT Pe. At the
junetion of the girder with the cross beam i : AS S. and

a. x

AT Mi + •£¦ S± (S< and Mj,aiifj. .-,. shearing force and bending moment

at mid span of the transverse beam i)
Denoting by Lj the boundary vector and by D-j the boundary

matrix associated with the node j, that separates the girder
elements j and j+1, and observing that the quantities on the right
hand, resp. the left hand side of figure 6 are the components of
the vector Vj+-] £, relating to the left end of the element j+1,
resp. of the vector Vjr relating to the right end of the element j,
one sees from considerations of geometry and equilibrium that
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VJ+M " Lj + Vjr *

Using equation 7, we obtain

Span transmission matrix
3+1,« LJ + BJVJ* (9)

Numbering 1 to n the elements in any given span k of the box
k girder (fig. 8), we may

T^ j^©^ Write Vnr BnVn? and then

FIG. 8 repeatedly apply equation 9:

nr

Since

Vn« Bn(Ln-1+Bn-1Vn-l,e) Bn(Ln-1+Bn-1 (Ln-2+Bn-2VN-2,e))

••' Bn(Ln-1+Bn-lCLn-2+Bn-2( (L2+B2(L1+B1Vir

Djvie L

formed into V
•j (j-1 j2, ,n-1), the above equation may be trans-

C----CD2+B2(D1+Bl)))))Vie

or
nr Bn(Dn-1+Bn-1

Vnr UkVl£

(Dn-2+Bn-2

with the span transmission matrix U, defined by
U.
k Bn(Dn-1+Bn-lfDn. 2+Bn-2(- ,(D2+B2(D1+Bl

(10)

(11)1 ~n-1l
Now denoting by Vkr and Vkf the vectors V pertaining to the right
end and to the left end of the span k, equation 10 is identicalwith Vkr UkVkg (12)

The product of any two matrices B has zero elements and unitelements in the same places as the matrices B themselves. Hence,the span transmission matrix is of the type '

u1?

u2?
U37

n57

u67
1

If all the loads on the box girder, including the shearing forces
Sj_ and bending moments Mj_ in the tie beams, and the displacementdiscontinuities &w, A<? and AV, if any, are known, equation 11
yields the numerical value of the 2k elements u of every one of the
p matrices Uk (p is the number of spans of the box girder - fig.2),

Expanding equation 12, we obtain
wkr wk£ +u12^ke + u13^ + uA + ul5Tk£ + ul6Sk£ + u17 (*>

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

1 U12 u13 u1^ U15 U16
0 U22 u23 K2h u25 u26
0 u32 u33 u3h u35 u36
0 0 0 ukh nh5 uk6
0 0 0 u5h u55 u56
0 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

rkr
'kr
Jkr
?kr
3kp

u32^kt + u33^kc + U3^M + u35Tke + U36SW + u37

U22^kE + U23^ke + u2^Mkg + u25Tke + u26Skf + u27
u3^MM + u35Tke+u36SW + u37
u^Mke + u^5Tke+%6Sk? + V
u5^Kke + u55Tk£ + U56SW + u57

Sk£ + u67
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Girder transmission matrix
1) All suggorts coincide with the center line of the girder

Then wkr w^ 0 for all values of k. We obtain <fkr V

M. and T. as functions of 4© <tf M. and Tfc£ only by adding
1>+ successively to 15, 16, 17 and 18, after multiplying ,k with

respectively
Ü26 ^6
U16 ' '

Ui

16

h6
U16

and ^6
16u

The resulting
expressions may be written as the matrix equation

U„,r U0l, UoZ u
«P.

f
kr

kr

<kr

?kr

1

26 u26 ^26 ^26, "26
u22'u^u12 u23-u^13 U2l+-ul6u1^ U25~U16U15 ^7~v4^^7

u.,, u
u32-u^fui2 U33"^13 U3^u^ U35-^15 V^l?

u,

I12
h6

^12
U16 12

Ui

"Ü^13 u^-u^i+ VTu^ V-^17
-ufui3^-^u55-u^ul5u57-u^l7

o 1

or, denoting the two column matrices in this
equation by W, and Wk(? and the square matrix

^Fk ' Wkr=FkWke <21)

Neither of the quantities f s*' M and T
varies suddenly at any intermediate support.
Therefore Wkj W^ (k 2,3, ,p) and

w~» FW, FF .W „ F F J „W „ Dpr p pE p p-1 p-1 ,£ p p-1 p-2 p-2,6

X

MkP

Tkt

(20)

fpfp-ifp-2 •••¦ F2F1WU

or W ZW..
pr 1£

with the girder transmission matrix defined by
Z F F .F 0p p-1 p-2 F2F1

(22)

(23)

Z is a 5x5 matrix ; its fifth row consists of four zero elements
and one unit element.

2) Some or all of the supports are located off the center line of
ffie~Böx~grrc[er

k+1
k-1 OT

yR
k-1

FIG. 9

The eccentricity of support k,
between the spans k and k+1,
towards the center of curvature
of the girder is denoted by
ck (fig. 9). The downward

movement of point k on the
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center line is wkr
w.ki ^-i^ke

ckifkr ck^k+1 p > and that of point k-1 is
Equation 1+ thus becomes

Vkr U12V + (ck-1+u13Ne + Ul+Mk<? + ul5Tkg + ul6Skß + u17 (2k)

We multiply both members of 16 with ck and subtract from 2*t to
obtain an equation that we solve for S.

p :

u 12
Jke

ckU,2

ul6"cku36 Tke
Ck-1+UH-CkU^

U16 cku36
V,

u 1»+

U15-Cku^5
l1f k 36 ¦ki

k£

LLZ.

¥^M
'l6"cku36 kl

'k^z
I16 " cku36

(25)

Substitution of this expression for Sj. in 15» 16, 17 and 18
yields a set of four equations that may be written in matrix form

«Pkr

*kr
M

or

kr
kr
1

^2
h32
h+2

h52

0

"23
h33

h53

12l4 25

^ n35

h
3Mf

5^

0

'55
0

>

27

'37

X

h7 ><>
57 \e
1 1

kr HkWk£

(26)

(27)

with 'ij uij lu. ik^i
u 16 " cku36 !i6 (i=2,3A,5 ; j=2,3,i+,5,7) (28)

on the understanding that u^2 u> u uc 0 and that for
1+u.., must be substituted for u...

52 "53
in the numerator.j=3

Obviously all the elements u appearing in the matrices IL and Fk and

in the equations 25 and 28 relate to span k of the girder, although
this is not specified explicitly in the notation.

1
The matrices Hk and Fk are identical when ck ck= 0.

Equilibrium of the infinitely short portion of the girder
resting on support k (fig. 10) requires

k

'• i fr»

S, R,

'kr S>rPW T^C

°k+1,£ "kr iLk
Eliimination of R,

c,

and Tk+1 ,ß
leads to

Tkr ckRk

For Tkr we
<k

FIG. 10

For Sk+1>£ ve

kr_ik+1,e "k(Skr" Sk+1 ,e)'
Substitute in this equation the expression
included in equation 26. For Sk we Substitute,

in accordance with equation 19,
u67+ SkP ' w^tn expression 25 substituted for Sk„
Substitute expression 25, written for span k+1 instead of span k
we differentiate the elements u pertaining to span k+1 from those
pertainlng to span k by denoting the former by u' ; the quantities
tfk+1 g » ^k+1 £ and MR+1 £ appearing in the expression for Sk+1 ^
are equal to «f. <tf and M. and consequently they can be

written as functions of «ft. <*> Mk„ and T... by means of equation
26.
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The Operations described finally yield an equation that we solve
for T

k+1,£ Tk+1 ,t h52\i + h53V + h5>Ac + b55Tke + h57 (29)
the quantities hV. being defined by

1 + c
kul6 •ck+1u36

h. + c k u.
Iii Cku^^

ul5i 5i KUl6-"ku36 ul6'uk+1u36
[h2j(^2-ck+lu32) -h3 j(ck+ul3-ck+lu33) * \j(uW-ck+lu^)] (30)

on the understanding that u^+c^ must be substituted for u and

must be added to the
that, for j= 7, U17-ck+1u,7

k^67 + u^.- 'k+1u36.
second member of equation 30.

The first three relationships contained in 26 may be assembled
with equation 29 into the matrix equation
Yk+1 ,1

%F1,(j
Mk+i ,e

Tk+1,t
l 1 J

!122

^32

\2

L o

h23

h33

b53

a2»t '25

^ n35
^27

n37

\k

or

\5 \?
V h55 h57

0 0 1

Wk+1,ß \Wk£

^ke

1

(3D

(32)
The matrices Hk and F,. are identical when c. c, 0.

Now we successively apply equation 27 for k= p and equation }2for k= p-1, p-2, 2,1 :

V Vp. HPHP-1WP-1,2 Vp-1HP-2Wp-2,e

p p-1 p-2 H2Hiwie

or Wpr ¦ ™M
with the girder transmission matrix defined by

Z H H J _p p-1 p-2 H2H1

(22)

(33)
End support conditions
We expand matrix equation 22 :

V Z11*1£ +z12^1£ +z13Mu +^hTU+zM
V Z21^1E + z22^ie + Z23MU + Z2fT1t + z25
M

Pr - z31*1£ +Z32^U T^3n1tTZ3^1t+ z,,M,. + z-,i T. + z- (3^)

- \^t + zh2Wn +\3^t
'35

1^ 5°^_®5l_£HES°^s_coincide_wi of the girder
Various boundary conditions at the left end support may occur

a) The end of the girder rotates freely about its tangent and alsoin the vertical plane containing the tangent : T... V, =0
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b) The end of the girder cannot rotate in either direction :

V1t <P1t 0

c) The end of the girder rotates freely in one of those directions,
but is fixed in the other direction :
either ^ 0 and M1t 0

or T..p 0 and (p^ 0 (unlikely combination)
One of these pairs of conditions obtains at the right end support.

Whatever the combination of end support conditions may be, two
terms are zero in the right hand member of each equation 3+«
Moreover, the left hand member of two equations is also zero. These
may be solved for the two unknown components of the vector W.n

2) The end suggorts are located off_the center_line_of_the_|irder
In this case practically the only boundary conditions imagi-

nable are : free rotation of the girder ends about their tangent
and in the vertical plane containing the tangent. The following
relationships then obtain :

M1(j 0 and T.« -c R +c S.« at the left end support, and

M =0 and T +c R +c S at the right end support.pr pr p p p pr
We write equation 25 for k=1, multiply by c replace the

left hand member cQS1f by I., and thus obtain a relationship
containing only cft. y.. and T... A second such relationship is
provided by the third equation 3*4-, with M^ M 0. To obtain
a third, we premultiply both members of equation 12, written for
k=P, by Up : v g-ly ^ extract from this equation the expressions

for wpJ; and <fp£ as functions of wpr cp«ppr <ppr ypr
M 0, T and S write that the former expression is equal
pr ' pr pr -r

to c times the latter expression, Substitute -4f- for S__ inp-1 tr i Cp pr
the resulting equation, and so arrive at a relationship between
cP f and T that we transform into a relationahip </© Vw^pr ' pr pr ' ic ic
and T.. by using the first, second and fourth equations 3^. Thus

we finally have three equations that we may solve for $^ ^£
and T..£

Displacement components and stress resultants

Whether the end supports coincide with the center line of the
girder or not, we know vector W^ completely after having performed
the computations just described. We may now calculate Wk(, for all
other values of k by repeatedly using equation 32. Equation 25
then yields the numerical value of Skp for k=1,2,...,p. Since

wk. +ck_1<f;kp we know all the vectors Vk^ and are able to compute

the vector V pertaining to any node in any span by means of
equation 9.
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Deformation induced by direct load - Deformation Influence
coefficients - Actual deflections and rotations

The above analysis is used to calculate the deflections w of
the outside box girder and the rotations 4* about the tangent at
the nodes coinciding with the m cross beams (fig. 2) for 2m+1
different loading conditions. We denote
by w, (i=1,2,...,m) the deflection and by W. the rotation at

the junetion with cross beam i, produced by the given external
loading on the box girder ;

by w, (i=1,2,...,m ; x=1,2,...,m) the deflection and by ip. the
rotation produced at the same point by a downward force —
applied at the junetion with cross beam x (fig. 11) : X

by w. the deflection and by ik the rotation produced at the
same point by a unit moment acting at the junetion with cross
beam x, as shown in figure 12.

*ix'

*i

", w;
FG.11

IX'

1 w.'

FIG.12 •KL,

The corresponding quantities for the inside girder are calculated
likewise. They are denoted by the same symbols, marked off by an
» (figures 11 and 12).

Maxwell*s reciprocal theorem shows that the calculated
deflection and rotation influence coefficients must satisfy the
relations a w. a. wi xi ax*ix -2wxi' rix» £xi!

Si M, +a-f-

Si

•Mi + 5j|i

FIG. 13

The action of any cross beam i on the
outside main girder consists of the downward

force S. and the moment M. + Vi as shown2 '
its action on the inside girderin figure 13

consists of the upward force S

-M, H

and the moment

The actual deflection v, and rotation ifc of the outside main

girder at its junetion with cross beam i under the influence of
the given loading acting on the complete structural system are
given by

vi wio
m fa / a S \~

g5L^WixSx+Wix'lMx+-¥LJ
ml" a S

(35)
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\ *io + J^^x + *ix'(Mx + V,
*i0 + g [(>lx + ^ >f* + ^.hJ (36)

The actual deflection w? and rotation $1 of the inside main girder
are likewise a 2

*i - wio + g [(-w>x + wix,) -^ - w?x,MxJ (37)

+1 ^io + g [Wx + ^x>) ¥* - *ix'Mx] (38)

Deformation of the cross beams

The loads acting on any tie beam i and emanating from the main
girders are shown in figure 1*+. They bring about the end deflec¬

tions Wj and w? and end rotations (/». and

t^i Assuming that the braces between the
box girders are full-webbed beams and not
trusses, and that the shear deformation is
therefore negligible with respect to the
flexural deformation, one easily derives
the following relations :

a,M,
(39)

li

aiSi
i Fort» 5-,

XTi» b»am i

S12L
ForcS:

unioadffd poiltlon
w

*i d«Hl«ct«
»hap»FIG.14

ii^L*i

a.M.
<k - *i - i4
ti^j w.

+ 2 .-Wl aiSi
a. " 5eI^

CM»

(Ij : moment of inertia of the tie beam i).
Similar relations between the shear force, the bending moment

and the displacement components may be derived. for trussed connections
between the main girders.

Obtaining the values of the unknowns S and M

Substituting the expressions 35 to 38 for w. ik w? and y>'

into 39 and hO we find
a S. a,M,

mcx=1

lo
(1=1,2,...,m)

a S
x x

g$x+\x>+*ix-*ixiJi* +(^ix'+^x')Mx] -iAf - Ho-**

>ix + +ix> ' ^ix + fe- - ^(wix+wix'+wix-wix')J

+ [*x»-*x' -^(wix'+wix')]Mx)

-3f!7'!T1= Ao - ^io + ^(wio - O (I-L2,...,»)

(>n>

(^2)

This set of 2m simultaneous algebraic equations may be solved
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axSx
for the 2m unknowns —2— and M The matrix to be inverted is of
the order 2m, while the structure is 2m+p+p' -h times statically
indeterminate (p' : number of spans of the inside girder), if the
ends of the main girders are free to rotate.

When the shearing forces and bending moments in the bracing
are known, it is easy to determine the final internal stress resul-
tants and displacement components for the box girders, either by
superposing for each one 2m+1 cases of loading already analysed, or
by analysing each box girder separately under its füll loading,
including the forces and moments emanating from the bracing.

The complexity of the structural system considered is such
that the calculation is hardly feasible without a Computer.

Remark about the location of the connecting beams

It was assumed implicitly in the above that the braces do not
meet the box girders at the supports. Yet, it is almost natural
for some tie beams to be connected with the main girders at supported

cross sections. This Situation can be handled in the analysis
by assuming that the junetion of any such cross beam is located
beside, but close to the support, leaving an infinitely short
girder element between itself and the support.

SUMMARY

The structural system described in the title is analysed
by applying the transmission (or reduction) method to the curved

main girders separately, thus obtaining deformation components

and influence coefficients, and by using the force method
to find the shear forces and bending moments in the connecting
beams.

RESUME

Les deux poutres maitresses courbes sont d'abord etudiees
separement par la methode de transmission ou de reduction, ce
qui fournit les composantes de la deformation de ces poutres,
ainsi que les coefficients d'influence de ces composantes.
Ensuite les efforts tranchants et les moments flechissants
dans les traverses sont determines au moyen de la methode des
forces.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Die zwei gekrümmten Kastenträger werden zunächst
gesondert mit dem Ubertragungsverfahren studiert. Diese
Berechnung liefert die Verformungskomponenten, sowie Einflusz-
zahlen für diese Komponenten. Nachher werden die Querkraft
und das Biegemoment in den Querbalken mit dem Kraftverfahren
ermittelt.
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